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Periodic solutions and asymptotic behavior are studied for the equation 
u, -Au+f l (u t )~f ( t ,x )  on ~ + ×,Q; u=0 on R + XO~?. In SectionI, we take 
Q = ]0, 7z[. For some maximal monotone fl such that D(fl) = ~ and/~(~) 4: g~,, we 
study the existence of 2~-time periodic solutions. In Section II, we take fl = sgn. 
Then for some f such that If(t, x)] ~< 1 -- e on ~ + X ~2 (e > 0), we prove that all 
solutions u(t,x) converge when t ~ oo to functions independent of t satisfying 
stability conditions. 
INTRODUCTION 
This work is divided into two parts. 
(1) In the first part of the paper, we study the existence of 27r-time 
periodic solutions for a nonl inear wave equat ion of  the form 
u, -uxx+f l (u t )g f ( t ,x ) ,  0<x<~z (1) 
with the boundary  condit ions 
.(t ,  o) = u(t, ~) = o, (2) 
where fl is a maximal  monotone graph in R × ~ such that 
D(fl) = ~ and f l (~)  ~ 
for some results when f l(R) = ~, cf., for example [8]. 
The technique of  the proof  is inspired by the recent work of Bahri and 
Br6zis ([1]), fol lowing a method introduced in [6, 9]. 
* This research was supported in part by the Army Research Office under Contract No. 
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(2) The second part is devoted to the study of asymptotic behavior of 
the solutions of 
utt - Au + sgn(ut) D f(t, x) on ~ + X O, 
(3) 
u(t,x)=O on ~ +×&Q, 
where X2 c [~N is a bounded open set and ]flL~(~+xm < 1. 
I. EXISTENCE OF PERIODIC SOLUTIONS OF EQS. (1)-(2) 
Notations. In the sequel, we denote by (P) the existence problem for 
weak solutions (in the sense of [2]) which are 2~r-time periodic for 
Eqs. (1)-(2). 
We also set 
.O = ]0, re[, I = 10, 2re[, Q = I x J2. 
Following [4], we will denote by N the closure in L2(Q) of the set of 
solutions of the equation Du = 0 with conditions (2). 
The characterizations of N ,N  z and the projections PN and PNZ are well 
known (cf. [9]). 
THEOREM 1. We assume 
Sup f l°(w)=fl+ < +m,  inf fl°(w)=fl- > -c~.  (4) 
w~N wen 
Let f = fl + f2 with 
f~EL+~N ±, fl- +~l<~A <~fl+--rl, r />0.  (5) 
Then problem (P) has solutions, and any solution of (P) satisfies 
ut ~ L +(Q). (6) 
Remark 2. fl E N ± means that we can solve the equation 
Gu =Z,  u c c(o, c1(0, L2(O)) 
with (u, ut) a 2n-periodic vector with respect to t. For example, if fl(u)= 
sgn(u), Theorem 1 shows that provided the solutions of the wave equation 
[3u=fl (fl EL°~) do not enter into resonance for t+  ~,  so will do the 
solutions of the damped wave equation []u + sgn(ut) =f~ +fz,  as soon as 
If~l~+<+ < 1. (Of course, we extend f l  and f2 by 2•-time periodicity.) 
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Before starting the proof of Theorem 1, let us state and prove some 
preliminary lemmas in a more general framework. Here I2 is any bounded 
open subset of IR N, I = ]0, T[, Q = I × O, T > 0 arbitrary. 
LEMMA 3. Let ? be maximal monotone such that 
Vw~, I~°wl<<.Mlwl+P. (7) 
Let fEL2(Q)  and u E C(O, T ;H~(12) )~C' (O,  T;L2(D)). 
following are equivalent: 
u is a weak solution of the equation 
Igtt -- An q- ~(ut) ~ f ( t )  on [0, r ] ,  
Du E L 2(Q) and Du~ f - 7(ut) a.e. on Q. 
Then the 
(8) 
(9) 
Proof. First, to check that (8)=~ (9), let fn~f  in L2(Q) and u n ~ u in 
C(0, T; H~(.Q)) N C1(0, T; L2(.Q)) with u n a strong solution of 
DUn + ~(Un) ~ L" 
Let gn = Ulun. Since gn is bounded in L2(Q), it must converge in L2(Q) 
weak to g = I-qu as n ~ oo. By demi-closure, we deduce that g E f - 7(ut) a.e. 
on Q, 
Conversely, if u, and u 2 are two solutions of (9) with the same f, we have 
obviously with w = u~ - u2 
fo,o) []w" w, dxdt=-jo~o) 
where 
[~(Ul,t) - -  ~(U2,1)lw I dx dt ~ 0, 
Q(O) = ]0, 0[ x n ,  0 ~ [0, T]. 
Also, by the same method as in [8], we can write 
Dw. wtdxdt=l im [ Dw. ( I -eA) - lwtdxdt  
~o 'YO(o) 
2 o = lim ~ [I Vw,(t)l~o, + I w, a(t)lL2,o ,1o 
~--*0 
= ~[[Vw(t){22(m +1 2 o 
with w, = ( I -  8A)-l/2w for e > 0. As an immediate consequence, the only 
solution of (9) with initial data (u 0, v0) is the (weak) solution of (8) with 
these initial data. 
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LEMMA 4. Let z E C(O, T; H~(O)) ~ CI(0, T; L2(.Q)) be the solution of 
[3z = ¢ E L2(Q). We have 
SQ 2 T ¢ . z t dx dt = 1 [I zt 122~o)+ I Vz( t ) l~, ]0 ,  (10) 
T 
jQ jo f ,l + (11) 
Proof Using Lemma 3 with fl = 0, we see that Z(t) = (z, zt) is equal to 
the weak solution Z of the equation 
2 t 7!-az : (0, ~(t)), Z(0) ~--- Z(0), 
where A is the skew-adjoint operator in Hi(O) X L2(£2) defined by D(A) = 
n 2 ~n~(n)  × I-I~(n), A(z, z ' )  = ( - z ' ,  -Z2)  for (z, z ' )  ~ D(A). 
Now let ¢ .~ ¢ in L2(Q) with ~i E C~(0, T;L2(O)) and Z. ,o~Z(O ) in 
H~(.0) XL2(I-2), Z. .oED(A ). Denoting by Z.  the strong solution of 
Z., t + AZ.  = (0, fk.), Z.(O) = Z., o, we know that Z. --* Z in C(0, T; H0~(.O) × 
L2(O)). We have 
Making n ~ +oo, we obtain (1 I). 
The proof of (12) runs exactly the same way. 1 
Proof of Theorem 1. As a consequence of [8, Proposition 16, p. 232], we 
know that for every e > 0, there exists at least a (weak) 2n-time periodic 
solution of 
u ' , -  U~x + fl(u~) + eu~ ~ f(t,  x) (1~) 
with the boundary conditions (2). 
In the Hilbert space H= HI(.Q)× L2(O), this equation takes the form 
v;  + Au  ~ +BY ~ ~ (O, f  - eu~,), 
withA as in Lemma 4 and B(u, v) = {0} X fl(v). 
The operator ~¢" defined in ~W=L2(0, T; H) by FEd  ¢> {U is a weak, 
T-periodic solution of Ut+AU+BU~F( t )}  is maximal monotone. 
Therefore, to solve the problem (P), it is enough to derive an a priori bound 
for U ~ in ~.  As an immediate consequence of (11), it is actually equivalent 
to get an a priori bound of u7 in L2(Q). This last estimate will be obtained in 
several steps. 
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LEMMA 
as e~O. 
Proof We set f l  = ~tt -- ¢xx, where 
~ C(0, 2zc; H~(O)) A C ~ (0, 2zc; L2(12)), O(t + 2z 0 = ¢(t). 
As a consequence of (5), we have 
sup I(fl-1)°(f2 + w)IL~o) < oo. 
I WILC~(Q) < ~7/2 
For a given w, we set ~= (fl-1)°(f2 + w). 
By Lemma 3, we can write (with y = fl + el) 
u~, - Uxx c O .  - Oxx + ~(~)  - ~(u~)  - ~u~ - w.  
Setting z = u ~ -- ¢i and using (10): 
Using now the trimonotonicity property of fl, we derive 
J; w(u't - Ot) dx dt <<" fo [fl(~) - fl(u't) ](u't - ¢t) dx dt + C1 
~<([fl(~) -- fl(Ot)](¢ - Ot) dx dt + C 1 ~ C, 
JQ 
And thus 
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5. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1, u't is bounded in LI(Q) 
(12) 
~t o2  - lu t_Ot ldxdt~C.  | (13) 
exists e o > 0 such that if e E [0, eo], then for any 
(15) 
K being independent of e. 
we have 
IPNtZtlLo~O) ~ K I h IL~oCQ) ; 
LEMMA 6. There 
h C L~(Q) ,  and any Z(t) = (z, zt) in C(O, 2x; H), a 2n-time periodic solution 
of 
[-]Z + eZ t = h, (14) 
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Proof of Lemma 6. We investigate first the case c = O. By [9], we know 
that a solution of (14) is then given by the formula 
1 r , .  ~ 1 n -x  "t-X+gh(r'~)drd~ + 2 
w(t, x) = -- -2)x Jt+x-t k(h). 
It is straightforward to check that w is almost-everywhere differentiable in t 
as a function taking values in L2(Q), and 
if; w~(t,x)=--~ [h(t-x+~,~)-h(t+x-~,~)]d~; (16) 
we have 
z = w + ~,, ~, E N. 
Therefore, for every 6 > 0, we have a.e. in t 
z( t+6,  .)--z(t ,  . )=w(t+6,  .)--w(t,  . )+~(t+6,  . ) -  ~t(t, .). (17) 
It is straightforward that N is invariant under time translation and that PN± 
commutates with time translations. Therefore, applying PN± to both sides of 
(17), then dividing through by 6, we find that PN±Z is almost-everywhere 
differentiable as a function with values in L : (~) ,  and 
PN±Z t= PN±W t, a.e. in Q. (18) 
By (16), estimate (15) thus holds when e = 0, with K = n. To extend (15) for 
e > 0 small, we consider, for arbitrary small a > 0, the solution z" of the 
equation 
z ~ + az 7 = z(t, x) C L ~(Q), 
which is 2n-time periodic. 
It is readily verified that zT~L~(Q) ,  and nz"+ez~=h% 
I h~ IL~to) ~< [h IL~{o). Applying PN± and using the above result, we find 
with 
IPxiZTIl~O~¢o~ ~ n[Ih k~¢o> + e IPu±zTILo~¢o~]. 
Thus for 0 ~< e < 1/zr, we derive, Ya > 0, 
]PN, Z?IL~Q ~ <~ n(1 - -  en) - '  Ih[L~¢o~. 
Since obviously Puiz 7 converges to PNIZ t in L2(Q) 
conclude 
when a-~0,  we 
I(PN±ZtlL~<Q) ~<n(1 --en) l lhlLo~¢Q), I (19) 
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End of proof of Theorem 1. Using Lemma 6 with z = u" and h = u'tt -
u~ + eu~, we can see that for 0 ~< e ~< eo 
IPN±U~[L°~(O, <<-K(If[L~(O) + sup{Ifl + l, lfl-I}). (20) 
The last step consists in adapting the method of [1] to show that actually, u~ 
is bounded in L°°(Q). 
We split u~ = v I + v 2, with I[Vll[L®(o) <<p independent of e, and 
v2(t, x) = p(t + x) - p(t - x) with p E L~oc(~), 
p being 2zt-periodic. (21) 
Following the calculations of [1], we obtain for almost every s, the ine- 
quality 
[fl(-p + p(s) - p(s - 2x)) - f l (p  + p(s + 2x) - p(s))] dx ~p(s) + 5-Z~ to 
~ ~q~+ - /~- ) -  6, p>O. 
Then, for almost every s such that p(s) >~ P > O, 
(2~-  2C ~ 7+C 
~(-p + ~p(s)) - 2-z7:v_, < 2~(~* - 6), p(s) t pt s) 
where yw = f l (w) -  f l ( -w)  and C >i rE" [p(~)l d~. It follows that p is actually 
bounded from above a.e. on ~. The same type of calculation holds to show 
boundedness from below. 
Finally, we remark that since all the estimates are true for e = 0, every 
solution of (P) is such that 
[u,lL~o~ <~ C(f). 
A very similar method can be used to prove the following: 
THEOREM 7. 
V g, G fl(w,), 
Instead of (4) we assume 
~a > O, Vw >1 O, fl(w) >t aw - C, (22) 
¥g2 Eft(w2), [gl - -  g2l~ <M(1 + lw l - -  w 2]). (23) 
Then for any f E L 2 (Q) sych that f -  E L ~ (Q), problem (P) has at least one 
solution. 
Proof. The proof is the same as for Theorem 1 up to and excluding 
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Lemma 5. We shall be able to use Lemma 5 if we check that anyfsatisfying 
the above requirements can be split in the form f =f~ + f2, where 
f~GN l and [f2 -- t/, f2 + t/] c fl(~) for some t/>O. (24) 
Let M be such that [M, +oo[ c f l (N)  and setf~ = --M--  1 --[f-lLo~o ). Since 
N ± contains the constant functions, we havef~ E N ±. Moreover, f 2 =f - f l  >/ 
M + 1 ~ (24) holds with r/= 1. Here, R(fl) being unbounded, we cannot use 
Lemma 6 to find a bound of PN±u~ in L°°(Q). However, fl(ut) is a priori 
bounded in LE(Q) since u'tfl(u't) is bounded in Ll(Q) independently of 
small. Thus 
IPN±u~IL2(O) <~ C. 
Following the calculations of [11, we obtain first 
1 .n 
ep(s) + -2-~ Jo [fl(v,(x, s - x) + p(s) - p(s - 2x)) 
- f l(v,(x, s + x) + p(s + 2x) - p(s) ) ]  dx 
~< ¢(s), with q) E L2(0, 2z 0. 
As a consequence of (23), we have, on the other hand, 
i.e., 
(25) 
.7¢ 
I [fl(v,(x, s -- x) + p(s)  -- p(s  - 2x))  
-0  
- f l(v,(x, s + x)  + p(s + 2x) - p(s) ) ]  dx 
>~ t [f l(p(s) - p(s  - 2x))  - f l (p (s  + 2x) - p(s) ) ]  dx 
-0  
. ;,r 
- c,  .to [ Iv , (x , s -x l l+ lv , (x , s+x) l ]dx -C2 .  
We deduce that for some ~, ~ L2(0, 2re) 
ep(s) + ~ ~ [fl(p(s)- p (s -  2x) ) - f l (p (s  + 2x) -  p(s))] dx <~ qJ(s), 
12 4~z y(p(s) -- p(~) d~ + ep(s) ~ qt(s) 
[o [a(Ip(s)l -Ip(~)[) - c] d~ + ~p(s) <<. ~,(s). 4re 
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Thus, when e ~< a/4, [p(s)l ~< ~(s), q~ E L2(0, 270. Since then IPlL2¢0,2~) is 
bounded, this ends the proof of Theorem 7. 
Remark 8. Theorem 7 can be applied, as a typical example, to 
/~(v )  = v +. 
I I .  ASYMPTOTIC  BEHAVIOR FOR EQ.  (3) 
Introductory Remark. Except in case fl is single-valued, treated in [8], 
the asymptotic behavior of the solutions of (1) when t~ ~ is generally 
unknown and probably quite complicated, as we can guess by looking at the 
same problem for the simpler case of the ODE: 
u" + co2u + sgn(u') ~f(t).  
In this paragraph, we shall study the very particular case where the damping 
term annihilates in some sense the effect of the forcing term for large time. 
Then 12 plays no particular ole with respect o the period, so that we start 
with .O c IR N any bounded open set. 
THEOREM 9. (a) I f  f is T-time periodic and f G L ~(Q) with IflL~to) < 1, 
every solution of (3) converges weakly in H~(O), for t~ oo, to a function 
u o~(x) such that 
- -1 - - f  ~Auoo~l - - f+ ,  (26) 
with 
f+(x)= supess f(t,x), f _ (x )= infess f(t,x). 
a.e. t6]O,T[ a.e. tE]O,T[ 
(b) I f  f is in L~(~ + × 12), uniformly continuous on ~+ X K for every 
compact K cO,  and IflLo~+×~ < 1, then again every solution of (3) is 
weakly asymptotic for t ~ oo to a function uoo(x) satisfying (26), with 
f+ (x) = lim sup f(t, x), f (x) = lira inff(t ,  x). 
t --* CX3 t-~oo 
Proof. Setting r2(t) = Ivu(t)l~2~ + lut122~o~, thanks to Lemmas 3 and 4 
we can multiply (3) by u t and integrate. We obtain 
Vt~>0, 
t t 
t 
<. ~rZ(O) + ]f[L~t,+×~) ~I lUo[L,(a)dO. 
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Since IflL~t~+×o~ < 1, we deduce utEL~(~ + X.C2), as a consequence, 
u(t,x)-~Uoo(X) in L~(12) as t~+oo.  In addition we have utEL°° (~ +, 
L2(£2)), u. E L°°(~ +, H-a(12)), from what we deduce that u t~ 0 i n L2(O) 
through the following: 
LEMMA 10. Let X be any Banach space, and wEL1(~+;X)  be a 
function which in addition is uniformly continuous as a function from ~ + to 
X. Then 
lim II w(t)l l  = 0. 
t~oo 
Proof. Let us denote by Jill the norm in X, and let 6>0 be such that 
t~> 1, la I < ~:~ IIw(t + a) - w(t)l! < e. As t~ +oo, we have 
{ 1 |.t+a dr)  0 lim \--~ 3t w(r) = 
and 
w(t) ±t - ~ . ,  w(r) dr ~< T J, II w(t )  - w(r)ll dr ~< e. 
Thus for t large enough, we get ]lw(t)ll ~ 2e. I 
We use Lemma 10 with w(t) = u t E H "(~) ,  and m ~ 1 large enough so 
that H-m(-o) D L~(D) • Since in addition u t is bounded in L2(,Q) for t ~ 0, the 
weak convergence of u t to 0 in L2(£2) follows. 
End of proof of Theorem 9. As a consequence of Lemma 3, for every 
c5>0, t>~0, 
. t+• . t+~ ,t+~ 
ut(t+6)- -ut(t ) - -  j Au(v , . )d r=j  f ( r , . )dv+j  t g(v, .)dr (27) 
t t 
almost everywhere in x, with ] gl ~< 1 a.e. in [0, +c~ [ × 12. 
In case (a), we pick t = nT and as n -~ ~,  we obtain 
-1  + f <<.-Au~ <~ 1 + f 
in 9 ' ( ]0 ,  T[ × .O), which implies the announced result. 
In case (b), the proof is more complicated. First we choose w E ~_Z(J2), 
w)0  and set K=supp(w) .  We know that for some p > 0, K '= 
K +/~(0, p) c .c2. Since f is uniformly continuous on [R + X K' ,  f+ is 
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uniformly continuous on K'.  As a consequence, for every e > 0, there exists 
~/E ]0, p[ and 6 > 0, and for any y E K a sequence r~ ~ ~,  such that 
[x--y[~rl, O<~lal<~J~lf(z~+a,x)--f+(x)[<e. 
Let us assume first that supp(w)~/~(Yo, q). Then taking duality product 
in £2 with w and choosing t = r, y° in formula (27), as n ~ ~ we obtain 
(Au , w) + fo f+ (x)w dx < ( 2 + q wlL,(m 
=~(Au~, w) <<. (2 + e - - f+ ,  w). 
In the general case, let (Yi)o<i<p be points of K such that 
K= (..) B(yi,rl)=K'. 
o<i<p 
Taking a C~-partition of unity under the covering 
B(yi, ~), we obtain 
<~ ~ ( l+e- - f+ ,w~i )=( l+e- - f+ ,w) .  
o<i<p 
Since e is arbitrary small, we deduce 
(Auoo, w) <~ (1 - f+ ,  w}. 
by the open balls 
But w was actually any >/0 function in if(O). We infer 
Au~ <~ 1 - f + in ~ ' (O) .  
The proof of Au~ >/-1 --f_ is exactly similar. II 
Remark 11. We do not know of a technique to prove that, under some 
conditions on f and the initial data, the corresponding solutions of (3) reach 
their rest configuration in a finite time. When f = 0, results in this direction 
were obtained by Cabannes [5]. 
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